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 )ere are the Alps. What is there to say about them?
 )ey don’t make sense. Fatal glaciers, crags cranks climb,
 jumbled boulder and weed, pasture and boulder, scree,
 et l’on entend, maybe, le refrain joyeux et leger.
 Who knows what the ice will have scraped on the rock it is smoothing?
 
 )ere they are, you will have to go a long way round
 if you want to avoid them.
 It takes some getting used to. )ere are the Alps,
 fools! Sit down and wait for them to crumble!*

 — ‘On the Fly-Leaf of Pound’s Cantos’, Basil Bunting

There are the Alps | […] you will have to go a long way round | if 
you want to avoid them’, writes Basil Bunting in his poem ‘On the 
Fly-Leaf of Pound’s Cantos’ (1945). )e in+uence of Ezra Pound 

on Bunting’s poetry is well-documented, and here Pound’s Cantos become 
the poetic equivalent of the Alps: a towering presence casting shadows 
across the world of poetry.2 Yet the poem takes on a new dimension if, 
like Bunting, you begin to become caught on the surface texture of words 
while reading, snagged on the alliterative consonance of ‘crags cranks 
climb’. )e title’s opening preposition, for instance, functions on the one 

,  Basil Bunting, ‘On the Fly-Leaf of Pound’s Cantos’, First Book of Odes (London: Ful-
crum Press ,-./); )e editions used for the purposes of this essay is in !e Poems of Basil 
Bunting, ed. by Don Share (London: Faber, 01,.), p. ,,2. All future references are to this 
edition — herea3er !e Poems — and page-numbers will be given in the text.
0  For extended discussions of both this poem, and Pound’s in+uence on Bunting, see 
Alex Niven, ‘Basil Bunting’s Late Modernism: From Pound to Poetic Community’ (unpub-
lished doctoral thesis, University of Oxford, 01,4), pp. ,52–6.
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hand as a spatial direction: a poem-as-commentary to be literally in-
scribed on the dustjacket itself in the place of a promotional review. Taken 
literally, however, ‘on’ — meaning ‘about’ — also necessitates a discussion 
of the +yleaves themselves: their material components, and the manner 
in which ‘you will have to go a long way round | if you want to avoid 
them’. ‘Bunting’s poem’, Jerome McGann observes, ‘gets to the heart of the 
matter: that Pound’s work has a substantial thingness to it, a kind of hard 
objective presence.’3 In the same way, this awareness of the ‘hard objective 
presence’ of Pound’s work equally translates into an awareness of the ‘sub-
stantial thingness’ of Bunting’s own poetry. Beneath this sense of Pound’s 
oppressive poetic in+uence lurks a prescient understanding of the manner 
in which textual topography dictates the reading of a poem: literal, as op-
posed to metaphorical, +yleaves.

)e so-called ‘+yleaves’ of Bunting’s work, I shall argue, represent a cru-
cial interpretative context for the poet, and this article accordingly traces 
their impact on the critical a3erlives of Basil Bunting. Considering how 
the increased paratextual intervention in the poet’s work radically trans-
forms what Alex Niven terms Bunting’s ‘hazy countercultural origins’, 
I examine how this process of critical canonization ultimately works to 
distance Bunting from his formative audiences at Morden Tower: local 
men and women who, as Tom Pickard put it, were ‘delinquents’ without 
‘literary ambition’.4 )is study will be necessarily selective, staging this 
transition with a focus on the crucial junctures in Bunting’s publication 
history: the initial publication of Brigg"atts in 1966 by Fulcrum Press, the 
Bloodaxe edition published around thirty years later in 2000, and the 2016 
Faber publication of !e Poems of Basil Bunting. In doing so, this article 
incorporates a discussion of typefaces, book prices, page formats, among 
other aspects; what Jerome McGann terms ‘materialist hermeneutics’.5 In 
attending to these material components, my larger purpose is to o=er a 
new perspective on the questions of value that lie at the heart of Bunting’s crit-
ical canonization, and so on our existing — and self-perpetuating — critical 
habits.

4  Jerome McGann, Black Riders: !e Visible Language of Modernism (Princeton: Prince-
ton University Press, ,--4), pp. 2.–,,6 (esp. p. 2.).
5  Niven, ‘Basil Bunting’s Late Modernism’, p. 0; Alex Niven, ‘To reach the moon you 
need a rocket: an interview with Tom Pickard’, #:AM Magazine, 0 November 01,0, <http://
www.4ammagazine.com/4am/tom-pickard-interview/> [accessed ,6 February 010,].
/  Jerome McGann, !e Textual Condition (Princeton: Princeton University Press, ,--,), 
pp. ,–,6 (esp. p. ,4). 
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‘!ere are the Alps’

Under Bunting’s gaze, the +yleaves of Pound’s work feature as oddly im-
penetrable, not porous borders but hard boundaries. Yet this is not the 
received wisdom concerning paratexts, and certainly not one which the 
ostensible forefather of paratextual criticism, Gérard Genette, would 
agree with. A matrix of both peritextual and epitextual spaces, paratexts 
constitute all the elements of a book which the reader passes prior to en-
countering the text itself: epigraphs, dedications, prefaces, to name but a 
handful. Paratexts, Genette claims, thus perform an essential spatial func-
tion: ‘more than a boundary or a sealed border, the paratext is, rather, 
a threshold, or […] a “vestibule”.’6 It is the word ‘threshold’ here which 
proves particularly suggestive, and one which is to form the foundation for 
this article. A threshold is a strip of wood or stone forming the bottom of 
a doorway, which must be crossed when entering a house or room; a cru-
cial but habitually ignored assistant to the main event.7 For Genette, the 
implication is, the paratext is ‘fundamentally heteronomous, auxiliary’, a 
subordinate accessory that facilitates access to the text but does not — and 
cannot — dominate it.8

At the heart of Genette’s theory, however, there lies a productive ten-
sion. Paratexts, Genette continues, constitute a zone ‘not only of transition 
but also of transaction: a privileged place of a pragmatics and a strate-
gy, of an in+uence on the public, an in+uence that […] is at the service 
of a better reception for the text’.9 Once auxiliaries, paratexts re-emerge 
as cardinal spaces, both ensuring and mediating the place of texts in the 
world. Genette’s innocuous ‘thresholds’, in other words, might be better 
called mantles, providing a means of cloaking and controlling the original. 
Spurred on by this inherent contradiction, this article interrogates what 
Genette terms the ‘publisher’s peritexts’ of Basil Bunting, exploring the 
manner in which this permits an insight into his critical a3erlives.10

)roughout the years, Bunting’s thresholds have become increasingly 
multitudinous and manifold. Yet this was not always the case. A distinctly 
neglected >gure by mainstream scholarship, the early 1960s saw the poet’s 

.  Gérard Genette, Paratexts: !resholds of Interpretation, trans. by Jane E. Lewin (Cam-
bridge: Cambridge University Press, ,--2), pp. ,–,/ (esp. pp. ,–0). 
2  s.v. ‘threshold, n.’, Oxford English Dictionary, <https://www.oed.com/view/En-
try/01,045> [accessed 01 March 0101].
6  Genette, Paratexts, p. ,0.
-  Ibid. 
,1  Genette, Paratexts, p. ,6. 
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work inhabiting the margins in a markedly literal sense, namely Morden 
Tower on the outskirts of Newcastle, a building which witnessed the >rst 
reading of Brigg"atts in 1965, and whose publishing house, founded for the 
purpose, was instrumental in publishing Bunting’s !e Spoils in the same 
year.11 Anyone familiar with the history of Morden Tower will appreciate 
the manner in which this was a countercultural space, both geographically 
and politically.12 In an email to Edward Allen in 2016, Jeremy Prynne re-
members that: ‘the Tower as Tom Pickard [the founder] promoted it was 
of course a kind of protest focus, with modern/contemporary poetry and 
its social framework as pitched in opposition to routine public decorum 
and restriction of opportunity to perceived mis>ts and ne’er-do-wells.’13 

Recently, however, Bunting’s paratexts have proliferated, with the past 
twenty years witnessing a surge of publications both of, and on, his work. 
Following years without a comprehensive biography, 2013 heralded the 
publication of Richard Burton’s A Strong Song Tows Us: !e Life of Basil 
Bunting, which traces the motley threads of Bunting’s life to root the poet 
>rmly in a biographical context.14 But perhaps the most signi>cant of these 
recent publications to Bunting would have been Don Share’s !e Poems of 
Basil Bunting, published by Faber in 2016, and described by the poet and 
critic Paul Batchelor as ‘a major event’; Faber famously refused to publish 
Bunting’s work during his lifetime.15 More than simply soothing Bunting’s 
ego, however, Don Share’s edition also represents a crucial move from the 
peripheries to the centre of British publishing. ‘It is to be hoped,’ Batchelor 
continues, ‘that this excellent edition will mark a turning point in Bunting’s 
fortunes among English readers, for he has yet to receive his due.’16 

Yet the precise impact of these editions — or, more speci>cally, the im-
pact of these paratexts — on the critical schema of Basil Bunting has so 
far not been fully explored. Particularly in the case of Bunting, it’s crucial 
to distinguish publication from paratext. ‘)ings once made stand free of 

,,  Edward Allen takes a di=erent angle on this in ‘Performing on the Fringe: Basil 
Bunting and Morden Tower’, in Flower/Power: British Literature in Transition, $%&'–$%(', 
ed. by Kate McLoughlin (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 01,-), pp. 052–.0.
,0  For more on the history of Morden Tower, see Tom Pickard, ‘Morden Tower’, Poetry, 
0,/., (01,-), 21–-0.
,4  Jeremy Prynne to Edward Allen, 00 April 01,., cited in Allen, ‘Performing on the 
Fringe’, p. 0//. 
,5  Richard Burton, A strong song tows us: the life of Basil Bunting (Oxford: In>nite Ideas, 
01,4); Alex Niven, ‘)e Road to Brigg+atts’, New Le) Review, 6- (01,5), ,5-–,/- (p. ,5-).
,/  Paul Batchelor, ‘Echoes and Answers (on Basil Bunting)’, Poetry Review, ,1..4 (01,.).
,.  Ibid.
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their makers, the more anonymous the better’, Bunting theorizes in his 
introduction to Joseph Skipsey’s Selected Poems, and it’s not a strain to 
hear the manner in which he would wish these words to apply to him-
self.17 ‘I am very sorry’, Bunting writes rather acidly to bibliographer Roger 
Guedalla on 25 October 1968,

to hear that you have come across references to collections of my let-
ters. I thought I’d got all my correspondents to burn them up, […] [.] 
I really do dislike all that letters and incomplete mss [manuscripts] 
and such like stand for.18

)e idea that Bunting ‘really d[id] dislike […] letters and incomplete 
mss and such like’ is something of an understatement: Bunting famously 
burnt all his manuscripts and working dra3s. )is eradication of anything 
Genette would term epitextual material is equally matched by the repudi-
ation of what he would term peritextual material, and editions of Bunting’s 
work published during his lifetime are notable for their absence of such 
content. On the rare occasions Bunting provides introductory matter, 
the examples are so cursory as to be caustic, as with the ‘Biographical 
Notes’ Bunting sends to Guedalla for inclusion in his 1973 bibliography 
of Bunting’s work: ‘Born 1900. Career, obscure. My friends were good 
friends, and some of them good poets.’19 

)at Bunting so overtly decried the inclusion of paratextual material in 
his work tells you a good deal about the manner in which he might have 
wished his work to be published. Yet Bunting’s innate distrust of para-
texts is something recent publishers have largely ignored: despite noting 
slightly sheepishly that his ‘detailed annotations are not what [Bunting] 
had in mind’, Don Share nonetheless creates an edition dominated by pa-
ratexts — an edition which contains, in fact, more paratexts than poems.20 
Spurred on by these con+icting editorial horizons, this article will trace the 
increased paratextual presence in Bunting’s work, considering the manner 
in which these paratexts invert Genette’s maxim to form not thresholds 

,2  Basil Bunting, ‘Introduction’, in Selected poems [of] Joseph Skipsey, ed. by Basil Bunting 
(Sunderland: Ceolfrith Press, ,-2.), pp. 2–,5 (p. 2).
,6  Letter to Roger Guedalla, 0/ October ,-.6, the Basil Bunting Archive, University of 
Durham (herea3er Durham), MS ,0,/4. 
,-  Letter to Roger Guedalla, . September ,-25, Durham, MS ,0,/00.
01  Don Share, ‘Introduction’, in Basil Bunting, !e Poems of Basil Bunting, ed. by Don 
Share (London: Faber, 01,.), pp. i–xxx (p. xxi).
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but barricades. ‘)ere are the Alps’, Bunting would say. ‘What is there to 
say about them?’ Quite a lot, it would seem.

‘No notes are needed’: Morden Tower Book Room and Fulcrum Press

)e early story of Bunting’s +yleaves is one of absence and error. Despite 
being published in the in+uential 1933 Activist Anthology, Bunting’s 
Redimiculum Metallarum was infamously to lose half its print run to war-
time bombing, and on 6 May 1969 Bunting remarks in a letter to Guedalla 
that it was ‘practically unobtainable.’21 No publisher could be found for his 
1935 Caveat Emptor, and Poems: 1950 was compiled by Dallam Simpson 
while Bunting was in Persia, and was unsurprisingly riddled with mis-
prints.22 )e 1964 publication of King Ida’s Watch Chain and the 1965 pub-
lication of !e Spoils by Morden Tower Book Room therefore constitute 
the >rst major publications of Bunting’s work in Britain, forming a major 
milestone in Bunting’s career. Be this as it may, however, these publications 
share the unpolished edge of earlier editions. Describing the publication of 
!e Spoils, Tom Pickard remembers:

I was given a whiskey and sat at the table while Basil kindly asked 
me what I was up to. Sema’s mother had brought a lot of caviar from 
Persia, and since neither she nor Sema enjoyed it, Basil and I were 
given heaps of it on bits of toast. […] Over the sandwich he read me 
the ‘Spoils’, which I took away to publish.23

)e publication of Bunting’s work is >gured here not as a serious business 
deal but as something rather blasé conducted over tea and toast, and this 
slightly unprofessional tone pervades the edition itself. Printed on card, !e 
Spoils forms a decidedly +imsy o=ering; so3-cover and saddle-stitched, the 
collection has the feel not of a book, but of a pamphlet.24 )e initial print 
run compounds this impression, with copies being sold at the modest cost 
of 5/-.25 )ere is, in other words, a sense in which this edition privileges a 
perception of Bunting not as the inheritor of the British cultural elite — a 

0,  Letter to Roger Guedalla, . May ,-.-, Durham, MS ,05/,; also noted in Samuel Rogers, 
‘An Annotated Homecoming’, !e Cambridge Quarterly, 56.5 (01,-), 460–466.
00  Basil Bunting, Poems: $%*', ed. by Dallam Simpson (Galveston: Cleaners’ Press, ,-/1).
04  Tom Pickard, cited by Burton, A strong song tows us, p. 4/.. 
05  Basil Bunting, !e Spoils (Newcastle: Morden Tower Book Room, ,-./), Durham, MS 
,16a.
0/  Share, ‘Introduction’, in !e Poems of Basil Bunting, p. xxx.
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re>ned, cosmopolitan poet to rival >gures like Eliot — but as a something 
far more rough and ready: unpolished, accessible, a=ordable. 

What also proves signi>cant, furthermore, is a glance at what Genette 
would term the edition’s peritextual material, or rather its absence. At >rst 
glance, there is no immediate indication of this paratextual discrepancy, 
with the front cover, designed by the artist Richard Hamilton of Newcastle 
University, featuring a monochromatic photograph of an unidenti>ed cav-
ernous stone building and bold black print announcing ‘Basil Bunting, 
)e Spoils’. Yet the starkly austere nature of the photograph sets the tone 
for the pamphlet as a whole. )e process of reading is oddly pared down 
here. )ere are no prefaces, no epigraphs, no photographs, no page num-
bers, and crucially no biographical notes; no indication of who the author 
might be, barring the name ‘Bunting’. )is austerity permeates even the 
choice of typeface: the pamphlet employs a sans-serif typeface, with the 
clean lines lending proceedings a sense of minimalism and simplicity. )e 
back cover is bare and unadorned and, save for a single page of cursory 
‘Notes’ at the back of the collection, no context for the poem is included 
at all. To read !e Spoils is to cross no substantial thresholds at all: for all 
intents and purposes, the reader is presented with simply the text itself. 
)is is a text which asks to be taken on its own terms, the absence of para-
texts implicitly providing instructions not only on how to read the poem, 
but on how to think about the ways in which editions go about imparting 
meaning. 

)e history of publishing Bunting might have begun with Morden 
Tower Book Room, but it did not end there, and at some stage in early 
1966, literary critic Kenneth Cox writes to Bunting. No copy of the let-
ter exists in the Basil Bunting archive at Durham University, but given 
Bunting’s reply, which ‘[t]hank[s] [Cox] for allowing [him] to see this very 
interesting essay’, it seems not unreasonable to assume that Cox’s letter in-
cluded a copy of his article ‘)e Aesthetic of Basil Bunting’.26 But the article 
had been written without access to the recently published Brigg"atts, and, 
in replying to Cox on 10 March 1966, Bunting directs him to consider the 
Fulcrum Press edition:

I think you have probably not seen my most recent poem, 
Brigg+atts. […] I am going to include the Poetry Chicago version 
of it with this letter. )ere is also a handsome edition by Fulcrum 

0.  Letter to Kenneth Cox, ,1 March ,-.., Durham, MSS 04–05.
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Press, of which I have no spare copy just now (16 Lawn Road NW3) 
I think you may >nd the catenae there more visibly coherent [.]27

In 1966, only two editions of Brigg"atts had been published: the version 
included in Poetry (Chicago) in January 1966, which Bunting so gener-
ously includes a copy of, and the Fulcrum Press edition, the postal address 
of which Bunting rather brazenly includes for ease of purchase. Bunting 
points Cox to one edition in the same breath as sending him a di=erent 
one, and there is an unmistakable >nancial component to the suggestion. 
Nonetheless, it is telling that out of the two editions in existence, it is to 
this threshold in particular that Bunting invites Cox: to the Fulcrum edi-
tion of his work.

It is o3en observed that Fulcrum Press, as the >rst poetry press to con-
sistently — and, crucially, carefully — publish Bunting’s work, were fun-
damental in solidifying Bunting’s presence in the world of print.28 What 
is o3en overlooked is that prior to the publication of Bunting’s Loquitur 
in 1965, Fulcrum Press did not exist and would not exist, in fact, were 
it not for the existence of Bunting. It is an odd inversion of the conven-
tional logic: books, by virtue of being, are granted existence by publishers, 
not vice versa. In 1961, Stuart Montgomery, poet, doctor and soon-to-be 
founder of Fulcrum Press, travelled to Tirolo, Italy to meet Ezra Pound 
in what, Matthew Sperling writes, has become ‘almost a rite of passage 
for modernist-leaning poets’.29 As opposed to recommending the route 
of poet, however, Pound instead suggested publishing, declaring that the 
most useful thing Montgomery could do was publish ‘a few of [his] con-
temporaries’, namely Basil Bunting, who was at that time unpublished and 
largely unknown.30 

Beginning thus, the relationship between Bunting and Montgomery 
seems oddly interdependent, displaying a synergistic energy that was to 
de>ne Bunting’s involvement with the press both personally and profes-
sionally. A photograph from 1970 shows the pair sitting side by side in 
a Tyneside pub, a brief snapshot of the friendship between the two men 

02  Ibid.
06  See Niven, ‘Basil Bunting’s Late Modernism’, p. ,2/.
0-  Matthew Sperling, ‘)e Tribune’s Visitation and the Fulcrum Press’, in David Jones: A 
Christian Modernist, ed. by Jamie Callison and others (Leiden: Brill, 01,2), pp. 05-–0.0 (p. 
0/,).
41  Cited in Rathna Ramanathan, ‘English Little Presses, Book Design and Production: 
A Study of Five London Publishers, ,-5/–,-2-’ (unpublished doctoral thesis, University of 
Reading, 011.), p. 2,. 
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which Pickard recalls so vividly.31 Yet Bunting also played a crucial role in 
the press’s activities, as Roy Fisher recounts:

I sat once at a table in Stuart and Deirdre Montgomery’s +at over-
looking Southampton Row, correcting the galleys of City for the 
Fulcrum Press Collected Poems 1968, with Basil sitting quietly in 
the corner peering at !e Times […] Every time I looked in his 
direction I felt for an adjective to cut or a construction to contract.32

It is hard to be conclusive about the in+uence of Bunting on Fulcrum 
Press: there are no existing archives, and the Montgomerys are reluctant 
to speak about their time as a publishing house.33 In the face of the collab-
orative precedent outlined by Fisher, however, it seems not unreasonable 
to assume that Bunting might have had an equally authoritative presence 
in the publication of his own collections, and with this in mind, I want to 
turn to consider the Fulcrum Press edition of Brigg"atts (1966).

Fulcrum Press, as Sperling remarks, was a ‘post-Poundian endeavour’, 
and in light of this theoretical in+uence we might expect to >nd a simi-
lar preoccupation with graphic presentation and book design within the 
pages of Brigg"atts.34 As opposed to an elaborate design, however, the 
>rst edition of Brigg"atts, published in February 1966, favours a far more 
unembellished style. )e reader is presented with a plain fawn-brown 
dustjacket, adorned only with a dotted red outline of what might, in the 
right light, form a section of the Lindisfarne Codex, and the words ‘Basil 
Bunting, Brigg+atts’ in a serif typeface; the back cover is plain and una-
dorned, as are the +yleaves. Inside, the front matter is equally sparse: on 
the verso of the title-page, we >nd the words ‘An Autobiography’, with the 
inscription ‘For Peggy. Son los pasariellos del mal pelo exidos. )e spug-
gies are +edged’ on the recto of the following leaf.35 It is not that this pa-
ratextual sparsity is symptomatic of Fulcrum’s publishing ethos or house 
style; David Jones’s !e Tribune’s Visitation, published by Fulcrum Press 
in 1969, features an elaborate cover design, title page and frontispiece (see 

4,  Tom Pickard, cited by Burton, p. 5,,.
40  Roy Fisher, ‘Debt to Mr Bunting’, in !e Star You Steer By: Basil Bunting and British 
Modernism, ed. by James McGonigal and Richard Price (Amsterdam: Rodopi, 0111), pp. 
,,–,. (pp. ,4–,5).
44  Ramanathan, ‘English Little Presses, Book Design and Production’, p. /2.
45  Sperling, ‘)e Tribune’s Visitation’, p. 05-; for more on Pound, see McGann, Black 
Riders: !e Visible Language of Modernism.
4/  Basil Bunting, Brigg"atts (London: Fulcrum Press, ,-..).
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Figure 1).36 Rendered in black and olive-green, the design is an intricate 
inscription designed by Jones himself, with letters forming a geometric 
pattern. )e attention to detail continues through the collection, with 
the ‘Acknowledgements’ noting that ‘the book has been set throughout in 
the author’s favourite type Joanna’.37 As opposed to an editorial interven-
tion, then, the absence of paratextual and visual features on the cover of 
Brigg"atts seems to be a decision on the part of Bunting himself: not en-
forced but selected. It is a threshold that foregoes thresholds: a space that 
ful>ls Bunting’s wish that ‘only his work […] [would] speak for him and 
his life’.38

4.  David Jones, !e Tribune’s Visitation (London: Fulcrum Press, ,-.-).
42  Ibid. 
46  Tom Pickard, ‘Sketches from My Voice Locked In: )e Lives of Basil Bunting’, Chicago 
Review, 55.4 (,--6), 2/–-/ (p. 2/).

Figure 1: David Jones, Frontispiece, )e Tribune’s Visitation, 1969. Copyright estate of 
David Jones.
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As opposed to being anomalous, this paratextual reticence de>nes 
Fulcrum editions of Bunting’s work, as in the second edition of Brigg"atts, 
reset and released in paperback in December 1966. Departing from the 
visual sparsity of the >rst edition, the front cover features a monochromat-
ic photograph of Bunting, taken by Richard Hamilton, and one might be 
forgiven for brie+y assuming that the edition favoured a more biographi-
cal approach. But, like the >rst edition, the second edition largely foregoes 
peritextual material, bypassing introductions and biographical notes. In 
formatting their editions thus, the Fulcrum editions — intentionally or 
otherwise — promote poem over paratextual explanation, and this is an 
impression re+ected in the cover design for Collected Poems, published 
in 1968.39 )e dust-jacket, designed by the well-known painter Barnett 
Newman, features two rectangles of hazy black print which run from the 
top of the page to the bottom, divided by a white rectangle in which is 
printed the words ‘Basil Bunting. Collected Poems’ in serif typeface, an 
isolated handful of printed letters on a vast expanse. Formatted thus, 
the lacuna produces a kind of palpable absence; an understanding of the 
manner in which the edition might favour blank space over explanatory 
material. 

But texts entirely without paratexts, as Genette theorizes, cannot and do 
not exist: all texts, by virtue of being, are materially and socially de>ned 
by the physical covers in which they >nd themselves. With this in mind, 
then, I want to turn to consider the ethos of Fulcrum Press, and the man-
ner in which this small-press publishing context informs a countercultur-
al reading of Bunting. Fulcrum Press, as Sperling indicates, were a press 
composed of ‘elective outsiders’, defying the cultural expectations usually 
levelled at such publishing ventures to publish in large print-runs.40 It was 
a venture driven by the aim of radically transforming British publishing 
culture, and a pro>le of Stuart Montgomery included in !e Times in 1969 
reads as follows: ‘Fulcrum Press could be for poetry in the Seventies what 
Faber was in the )irties.’41 Put simply, Fulcrum Press formed a challenge 
both to Faber and (by extension) the literary establishment, an ideology 
matched by the anti-authoritarian, anti-canonical, and anarchist politics 

4-  Basil Bunting, Collected Poems (London: Fulcrum Press, ,-.6). 
51  Matthew Sperling, Basil Bunting: a discussion by Don Share, Paul Batchelor and Mat-
thew Sperling, online video recording, SoundCloud, 06 November 01,., <https://sound-
cloud.com/poetrysociety/basil-bunting-a-discussion> [accessed ,1 March 0101].
5,  Cited in Sperling, ‘)e Tribune’s Visitation’, p. 0.,; ‘Pooter’, !e Times, 0 August ,-.-, 
p. 01. 
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of many of the authors published by Fulcrum; Je= Nuttall, to name but 
one. )e social conditions of book-production bear on Bunting’s repu-
tation and, amidst this countercultural milieu, the poet cannot help but 
seem contemporaneous with these >gures, even the barest association 
with Fulcrum Press casting him, as Donald Davie writes in 1973, as ‘the 
most senior of England’s provincial and outsider poets’.42

‘Bloodaxe, king of York’: Bloodaxe Books

A3er the collapse of Fulcrum Press in 1974, Bunting’s publication history 
almost grinds to a halt. Despite publishing Bunting’s Collected Poems in 
1978 and Uncollected Poems in 1991, Oxford University Press are forced 
to cancel their poetry list in 1998, and Bunting’s work goes brie+y out of 
print, reviving only with the intervention of Bloodaxe Books in 2000.43. In 
contrast to earlier editions of Bunting’s work, then, the Bloodaxe edition 
of Bunting’s Complete Poems is unique in the manner in which it presents 
an edition Bunting lived to see neither into print nor into its inception. 
In terms of textual variants, the edition is standard, presenting what the 
associate editor Richard Caddel calls ‘a complete corrected resetting of the 
>nal text of Bunting’s Collected Poems as it stood at his death in 1985’.44 
What is far more interesting for the purposes of this article is instead a 
glance at the edition’s paratextual material. For the experience of read-
ing Complete Poems is markedly di=erent to that of Fulcrum’s Brigg"atts 
and Collected Poems; where Fulcrum favours the poem over the paratext, 
the Bloodaxe edition lies in direct contrast, adopting a more paratextually 
centred model. But how does this paratextual impulse work to alter the 
critical a3erlives of Bunting? 

At a glance, this impulse is something seemingly at odds with Bloodaxe’s 
public stance on the role of paratexts. Discussing Share’s !e Poems of Basil 
Bunting, the Bloodaxe website notes that although ‘Bloodaxe has subli-
censed a critical edition of Bunting’s complete poetry, […] Bloodaxe’s 
Complete Poems is complete (but has no critical apparatus)’.45 )ere is a 

50  Donald Davie, !omas Hardy and British Poetry (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 
,-24), p. ,/4.
54  Share, ‘Introduction’, in !e Poems of Basil Bunting, p. xxxv.
55  Richard Caddel, ‘Introduction’, in Basil Bunting, Complete Poems, ed. by Richard Cad-
del (Newcastle: Bloodaxe, 0111), pp. ,,–,/ (p. ,5).
5/  ‘Basil Bunting: Complete Poems’, Bloodaxe Books, <https://www.bloodaxebooks.com/
ecs/product/complete-poems-.//> [accessed 01 March 0101].
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distinctly pointed undercurrent to the remark, which rings with the sug-
gestion that the edition might be said to be complete not despite, but rath-
er because of, the absence of critical material. Likewise, the omission of 
critical apparatus is something associate editor Caddel seems particularly 
proud of, claiming in his ‘Introduction’ that ‘Bunting himself kept expla-
nation of his poems to an absolute minimum, and I have no intention of 
departing from that principle’, apparently unaware of the aposiopetic irony 
of his comment.46 Yet even before you pass the edition’s titlepage, it’s di?-
cult to avoid the suspicion that Bunting’s work has already somehow been 
explained to you. At a glance, the titlepage is appropriately sparse, featur-
ing ‘Complete Poems’ emblazoned in bold serif font, sandwiched between 
the name of the poet and the editor. At the bottom of the page, however, 
the eye discovers the name of the publishing house itself: Bloodaxe Books. 
Bloodaxe Books, as the website states, is so-called for ‘Erik Bloodaxe, 
the last Viking king of independent Northumbria’, the central >gure in 
Bunting’s Brigg"atts as ‘the opposite persona to the Cuthbert side of his 
Northumbrian identity’.47 )at is, the press derives its name explicitly and 
consciously from the harbinger of an independent Northumbria: a polit-
ical statement as much as an appellation. It is not that this paratextual in-
tervention is unique to Complete Poems; this is, of course, the name of the 
press, present on other editions such as Being Alive (2004).48 Nonetheless, 
there remains something instructive in lingering over the impact this ide-
ological thrust has on the reading of Complete Poems. )e act of passing 
the name on the title page conditions the eye to read Bunting as an in-
heritor of what Alex Niven has termed ‘the Northumbrian Golden Age’ 
of the Vikings, the house style foregrounding the Northumbrian mythos 
of Bunting’s work at the expense of his Persian, Poundian and Objectivist 
in+uences.49 )at is, the materialist hermeneutics of Complete Poems work 
to con+ate Bunting with the medieval kingdom of Northumbria.

Likewise, this bias is matched by the editorial presence of Richard Caddel, 
the associate editor. Heavily in+uenced by his meeting with Bunting and 
Pickard while at Newcastle University, Caddel was fundamental in estab-
lishing the Basil Bunting Poetry archive at Durham University, acting as 
co-director from 1988 to his death in 2003.50 Given this biographical work, 

5.  Caddel, ‘Introduction’, p. ,,.
52  ‘About’, Bloodaxe Books, <https://www.bloodaxebooks.com/about> [accessed ,2 Feb-
ruary 010,]. 
56  Being Alive, ed. by Neil Astley (Newcastle: Bloodaxe Books, 0115).
5-  Niven, ‘Basil Bunting’s Late Modernism’, p. 04/.
/1  Paul Taylor, ‘Obituary: Richard Caddel’, Guardian, ,6 April 0114,
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Caddel perhaps unsurprisingly favoured a particularly regional approach 
to Bunting and in 1997, he co-authored the biography Basil Bunting: A 
Northern Life.51 Even reading the subtitle, you get a sense of the strengths 
and limitations of this work, as Burton equally observes. At one point, 
attempting to reconcile the years Bunting spent abroad with this book’s 
self-proclaimed focus on his ‘Northern life’, Caddell and Flowers declare: 
‘Bunting’s war and his career in Persia a3er the war lie outside the scope of 
this book.’52 )is is not so much a biography as a biographical reworking: a 
means of transforming Bunting’s eclectic past into a statement of Northern 
identity. And this Northern-centric perspective is one which echoes 
throughout Caddel’s editorial introduction to Complete Poems, a piece 
which foregrounds Bunting’s biography within the >rst two paragraphs:

Born in Scotswood-on-Tyne on 1st March 1900, Bunting grew up 
close to the vibrant oral traditions of the North-East of England at 
the start of the 20th century […] One of his earliest memories was 
of his nurse singing Northumbrian folksongs.53 

Put simply, Caddel’s introduction reinforces an overtly regional frame-
work through which to read Bunting, rendering him a >gurehead for a 
Northern literary renaissance.

And as for Complete Poems, so too for Brigg"atts, published by Bloodaxe 
in 2009. Where the Fulcrum edition was subtle, Bloodaxe is unmistakable, 
and the front cover takes the line ‘Lindisfarne plaited lines’ quite literal-
ly, featuring a section of the Lindisfarne Gospels.54 )is visual stimulus is 
echoed by a corresponding textual emphasis: the blurb on the back-cov-
er alludes to ‘Saint Cuthbert’ and the aforementioned ‘Bloodaxe’, >gures 
who — alongside the Lindisfarne Gospels — have long been associated 
with the Northumbrian Renaissance of the seventh and eighth centu-
ries. So why promote this perception of Bunting as ‘the Northumbrian 
master poet’? Neil Astley, editor of Bloodaxe Books, founded the press 
in 1978 in Newcastle Upon Tyne, securing funding from Northern Arts 

<https://www.theguardian.com/news/0114/apr/,6/guardianobituaries.booksobituaries> 
[accessed ,. March 0101].
/,  Richard Caddel and Anthony Flowers, Basil Bunting: A Northern Life (Newcastle: 
Newcastle Libraries, ,--2).
/0  Burton, p. .; Caddel and Flowers, Basil Bunting, p. 5,.
/4  Caddel, ‘Introduction’, in Complete Poems, p. ,,.
/5  )e section in question is: ‘Cotton Nero D IV, second incipit page to the Gospel of 
St Matthew, from the Lindisfarne Gospels, 201-0,’, cited in Brigg"atts, ed. by Neil Astley 
(Newcastle: Bloodaxe, 011-), backcover.
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in 1982. Currently based in Hexham, Northumberland, Bloodaxe Books 
makes much of its topographical origins, and although the press publishes 
a range of material — from Jeni Couzyn’s Bloodaxe Book of Contemporary 
Women Poets (1985) to E. A. Markham’s Hinterland: Caribbean Poetry 
from the West Indies and Britain (1989) — it maintains an undeniable 
northern-centric focus, with recent publications including Land of !ree 
Rivers, an anthology of Northern poetry dubbed by Astley as ‘a celebration 
of North-East England’.55 It is not di?cult, then, to catch the regional ide-
ology underpinning Bloodaxe: the manner in which the press trades o= its 
status as a Northern publishing house.

)e paratextual approach of Bloodaxe notwithstanding, the ethos of the 
press suggests a continuity of thought with the values of Morden Tower. As 
opposed to being a straightforwardly scholarly imprint, Bloodaxe instead 
comprises a far more market-oriented editorial approach, with Astley 
recalling rather proudly that one ‘marketing person described Bloodaxe 
[…] as “Waterstones-friendly”’.56 To say ‘Waterstones-friendly’ is to im-
plicitly denote accessibility — mass-market, non-academic texts — and 
you can easily imagine the way in which this comment might not have 
been intended as a compliment. Yet it is upon this mass-market appeal 
that Bloodaxe is founded, and in his introduction to the poetry anthology 
Being Alive (2004), Astley tellingly claims that it ‘brought many readers 
back to poetry, people who hadn’t read poetry for years’.57 His concern, 
in other words, is not with the scholarly, but rather the accessible, and 
accordingly both Complete Poems and Brigg"atts are a=ordably priced, 
costing twelve pounds each. At the time of writing, as opposed to being 
published >rst in hardback, then released in the cheaper form of paper-
back, both editions are published solely in paperback, rendering them im-
mediately more attainable. Under the editorial horizon of Bloodaxe, the 
works of Bunting may become Northern-centric thresholds, but they’re 
far from inaccessible ones. 

//  Land of !ree Rivers, ed. by Neil Astley (Newcastle: Bloodaxe, 01,2).
/.  Cited by Sandie Byrne, ‘Introduction: Tony Harrison’s Public Poetry’, in Tony Harrison: 
Loiner, ed. by Sandie Byrne (Oxford: Clarendon Press, ,--2), pp. ,–06 (p. ,,).
/2  ‘)e Story of Bloodaxe: ,-26–0116’, In Person: #' Poets, ed. by Neil Astley (Newcastle: 
Bloodaxe Books, 0116), pp. 042–.0
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‘!en is Now’: Faber & Faber

‘)is is now surely the only book of Bunting’s poetry any reader needs.’ So 
concludes Rory Waterman in his review of Don Share’s critical edition !e 
Poems of Basil Bunting, published by Faber in 2016, and he’s far from alone 
in the sentiment.58 Hailed as a turning point for Bunting studies as the >rst 
critical edition of the complete poems, Share’s edition comprises not just 
published poems, but also gathers together discarded works, dra3 materi-
als and variant editions, as well as commentary from Bunting’s published 
prose, private correspondence, and critical work on the poet. ‘Bunting’s 
expansive intonations edged the modernist scene for a while’, writes Emily 
Van Houten, ‘but this edition allows Bunting to gain the wider audience 
his sprawling lines have long-deserved.’59 With this in mind, my argument 
centres on the question of precisely which audience is assumed here.

Looked at in this light, even the title itself tells you a good deal about 
the kind of company Share might wish this edition to keep. Reading the 
title, !e Poems of Basil Bunting, one is reminded of the similarly titled 
!e Poems of T.S. Eliot, published by Faber in 2015 and edited by emi-
nent critics Christopher Ricks and Jim McCue.60 )is allusion seems far 
from coincidental; in his ‘Acknowledgements’, Share thanks Ricks ‘>rst 
and literally foremost’ as ‘a superlative mentor’.61 Ricks was Share’s PhD 
supervisor. Accordingly, Share’s edition employs a near-identical format 
to that of Ricks: collected poems followed by uncollected material, un>n-
ished material and dra3 materials, along with an extended commentary in 
the endnotes as opposed to in the footnotes. )ese formatting similarities 
extend even to the font itself, which is a neat sans-serif typeface. To some 
extent, these similarities are a matter of Faber’s house style. Yet, sitting 
alongside one another on the bookshelf, the two editions begin to seem 
contemporaneous in their paratextual parallels, aligning Bunting not with 
the margins, but instead with the canonical centre of British modernism 
epitomised both by Eliot and Faber. 

)is sense of the canonization of Bunting’s work announces itself with a 
glance at the price of the edition: to buy Share’s edition new is, at the time 

/6  Rory Waterman, ‘A Series of Fits’, Essays in Criticism, .2.4 (01,2), 4,4–400 (p. 400).
/-  Emily Van Houten, ‘Review of )e Poems of Basil Bunting, edited by Don Share’, READ: 
Research in English At Durham <https://readdurhamenglish.wordpress.com/01,2/1,/1//re-
view-of-the-poems-of-basil-bunting-edited-by-don-share/> [accessed 01 February 0101].
.1  T.S. Eliot, !e Poems of T.S. Eliot, ed. by Christopher Ricks and Jim McCue, 0 vols 
(London: Faber, 01,/). 
.,  Share, ‘Introduction’, in !e Poems of Basil Bunting, p. xi.
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of writing, to spend thirty pounds.62 )e price isn’t extortionate, per se; it 
is nowhere near comparable to Faber’s edition of Paul Muldoon’s Maggot 
(2010), which costs an eyewatering one-hundred and twenty->ve pounds.63 
But it is not an accessible price, and not something the ‘unabashed girls 
and boys’ who once >lled Morden Tower would be in a position to a=ord.64 
Instead, this is >rst and foremost a critical edition, aimed at scholars and 
universities; the very institutions which Bunting infamously held in such 
disdain.65 And there is a certain telling irony to be found in this: just as the 
book proves a point of entry for Bunting scholars, so too does it close o= 
the text to the very kinds of audiences Bunting initially read and dedicated 
Brigg"atts to all those years ago in Morden Tower. I am not suggesting 
that this is in anyway an intentional decision on the part of either Don 
Share or Faber. Yet inadvertent or not, the edition reinforces a perception 
of Bunting as a poet not of the countercultural space of Morden Tower, but 
of the establishment.

Supposing one can a=ord a copy, furthermore, the task of reading !e 
Poems proves more complicated than it might initially appear. Ostensibly, 
the edition is formatted so as to be easy to peruse, and at the foot of each 
right-hand page large, clearly legible capitals note the page number where 
the relevant annotations can be found, along with its textual variants. )e 
format makes the edition straightforward to navigate — to skip between 
the back pages, and the current poem with ease — and it is undeniably 
useful for the scholar able to doublecheck allusions and textual variants 
with a quick +ick of the page. Nonetheless, it is worth lingering over the 
mode of radial reading which this kind of editing promotes. Radial read-
ing, Jerome McGann observes, ‘necessitates some kind of abstraction from 
what appears most immediately’; the reading eye is continually caught 
and directed elsewhere, distracted from the poem itself.66 It is exactly this 
mode of cognitive distraction which marks the experience of reading !e 
Poems. As opposed to reading in a linear fashion from the >rst line to the 
last, one jumps instead from the poem to the annotations, to the textual 
variants and back again, and reading like this, it’s hard to get a clear im-
pression of the poem itself. )e presence of the paratextual material — the 

.0  ‘)e Poems of Basil Bunting’, Faber, <https://www.faber.co.uk/-261/2,04/11,-the-po-
ems-of-basil-bunting.html> [accessed ,1 March 0101].
.4  Paul Muldoon, Maggot (London: Faber, 01,1).
.5  Bunting dubs them thus in his brief preface to Collected Poems (,-.6). 
./  See Letter to Robert Creeley, ,6 March ,-22, Durham, MS 62.
..  McGann, ‘How to Read a Book’, !e Textual Condition, pp. ,1,–,06 (p. ,,-).
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‘ANNOTATIONS’, the ‘TEXTUAL VARIANTS’ — begins to encroach on and 
dominate the space of the poem, impeding the act of reading. 

)is concern about the place of editorial paratexts is akin to comments 
also levelled at Ricks’s !e Poems of T.S. Eliot, and revolves around what 
critic Mark Ford calls ‘the editors’ kitchen-sink approach to annotation’.67 
!e Poems is a critical edition, and accordingly is marked by the presence 
of annotations, commentaries and introductions. Yet the sheer density of 
editorial annotation renders even the simple task of reaching the poems 
themselves oddly tricky. )ese are !e Poems of Basil Bunting, and with 
such a title, you’d be forgiven for assuming that Bunting’s poems would 
take precedence. Of the edition’s six hundred and one pages, however, only 
around two hundred sixty-six of those pages are occupied by the poems; 
the rest are populated by editorial matter, with whole pages of apparatus 
passing by without a poem in sight. )e ‘Annotations’, found at the back 
of the collection, include textual variants, appendices, a bibliography, and 
an index of titles and >rst lines, occupying approximately two hundred 
and ninety-eight pages or half the edition; the introduction occupies thirty 
pages. It is a far cry from the Fulcrum Press edition of Brigg"atts, where 
poem took precedent over paratext. Instead, as Bunting would say, ‘there 
are the Alps’: ‘you will have to go a long way round | if you want to avoid 
them’. Quite a long way round, in fact, for the collection is bookended by 
paratexts, until the act of reading consists of negotiating the mass of mate-
rial before you. ‘)resholds’, Genette claims, ‘exist to be crossed’.68 Yet !e 
Poems would disagree, and the thresholds of this edition work to consume 
the text itself, paratext engul>ng poem. 

Once tucked away in the geographical and political margins of Morden 
Tower, the poems of Basil Bunting have recently begun to take centre-stage, 
moving from what we might call the margins of small-press print to the 
realm of a major publishing house. And the fate of Bunting, moved from 
the poems of Fulcrum Press to the paratexts of Faber, sketches some con-
texts for thinking about both the advantages and the limitations of this 
kind of editorial approach. Bunting’s work looks di=erent when viewed 
at turns through the lens of an experimental small-press as opposed to 
the weighty introduction of a scholarly edition, and this di=erence should 
give us pause. Texts, McGann theorizes, ‘always stand within an editorial 

.2  Mark Ford, ‘I gotta use words’, London Review of Books, ,, August 01,., <https://www.
lrb.co.uk/the-paper/v46/n,./mark-ford/i-gotta-use-words?referrer=> [accessed 6 March 
0101].
.6  Genette, Paratexts, p. 5,1.
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horizon’, and Don Share’s editorial horizon is, for the Bunting scholar at 
least, invaluable: comprehensive, scholarly, and critical.69 Not only that, 
but ‘the goal of this work is to […] enhance the […] appreciation’ of these 
poems, and this is a goal which can hardly be said to be reprehensible. 
What Don Share seeks to do, in essence, is to use his edition to provide 
an entry point to Bunting’s work: a threshold, as Genette would say. 
Nonetheless this editorial horizon is ultimately one which begins to dwarf 
not just the wishes of the poet, who remarked rather unequivocally that 
‘Brigg"atts is a poem: it needs no explanation’, but also the poems them-
selves.70 )resholds become barricades, and in doing so, the recent peri-
texts of Bunting move the poet away from the walls in which Brigg"atts 
was >rst read aloud and into a far more academic milieu. Bunting’s works 
have become, as the poet notes of Joseph Skipsey, ‘a dialect written in the 
language of the capital’, and as poem gives way to paratext, it’s not hard to 
imagine the way in which this might produce a volume which isolates the 
very audiences it once engaged.71

.-  McGann, !e Textual Condition, pp. ,-–52 (esp. p. 0,).
21  Bunting, ‘A Note on the Brigg+atts’, Durham, MSS ,0/,-0.
2,  Bunting, ‘Introduction’, in Selected poems [of] Joseph Skipsey, p. ,4.
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